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And the winner is ... 

Jason Getz

By Chris Vivlamore

The results are in.

The departure of Josh Smith will have the biggest impact on the Hawks next season, according to the respondents of the
poll I posted earlier this week of this blog.
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It was a narrow victory.

The departure of Smith, who left via free agency for the Pistons in a four-year, $54 million deal, earned 34 percent of the vote.
The hire of Mike Budenholzer as head coach earned 33 percent of the vote. Those two choices accounted for two-thirds of
the vote.

Rounding out the results:

The Hawks match of the Bucks’ offer sheet to Jeff Teague accounted for 14 percent;

The signing of Paul Millsap accounted for 13 percent;

The re-signing of Kyle Korver accounted for 3 percent.

(I’m not sure why the results don’t add up to 100 percent. I’m looking into it.)

It is interesting to note that the loss of Smith received far more votes than the signing of his replacement Millsap. Last
season, his ninth with his hometown Hawks, the 27-year-old Smith averaged 17.5 points, 8.4 rebounds, 4.2 assists, 1.8
blocks and 1.2 steals per game. Millsap, the 28-year old who played his first seven seasons with the Jazz, averaged 14.6
points, 7.1 rebounds, 2.6 assists, 1.2 steals and 1.0 blocks per game last season.

The Hawks did not make Smith a contract offer once he became an unrestricted free agent. According to general manager
Danny Ferry, Millsap was the team’s first call once the free-agent signing period began.

My vote would have gone to the hire of Budenholzer. To me, that will have the biggest impact of how the Hawks fare next
season in terms of the offensive and defensive schemes the team will employ, how he will utilize the roster that he had a
role in assembling and how he responds to his opportunity and learning curve as a head coach after serving as a long-time
assistant.
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Posted by Boss_Dawg at 12:45 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

I have to admit, I sort of worried about the loss of Josh bc of his potential (seemingly never fully reached). But looking at the
slightly less production of Milsap when compared to the his salary, he is by far and a way a better asset to this team than
Josh would have been. I screamed outloud (as if someone was listening) when they re-upped Joe Johnson's deal and said
John Salmon was a much better buy for the same level of production at the time, but I guess the Spirit Group had to save
face at that time. 

At any rate, I'm stoked at the direction of the management, coaching and build of the team as it currently stands. I know we
are true title contenders currently, but the product should be fun to watch with the flexibility and hope that we can tweak this
roster with out anchor contracts and bad attitudes that hold you back. 
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Better days ahead Hawks Fans!

Posted by Boss_Dawg at 12:48 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

"I know we are true title contenders currently, but the product should be fun to watch with the flexibility and hope that we can
tweak this roster with out anchor contracts and bad attitudes that hold you back." 

I know most can comprehend context clues, but bc of the troll populations, I'll clarify that I meant to say we "aren't" true title
contenders currently... 

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 1:03 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Best Moves:

A tie between letting LD go and drafting Schroder.

Posted by cspecial at 1:11 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

JOSH SMITH WAS A MAJOR PROBLEM BECAUSE LARRY DREW COULDN"T CONTROL HIM.HOPEFULLY, THIS COACH
WILL HAVE DISCIPLINE. DREW ALLOWED SMITH TO TRY AND DO TOO MUCH INSTEAD OF DOING WHAT HE DID BEST
TO HELP THE TEAM. JOSH THOUGHT HE WAS LEBRON AND KOBE.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 1:29 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

When John Jenkins passing skills become obvious, we'll be saying we stole him too. Clearly Schroder was the steal of this
draft. Spot on Clyde...

Wilcox better passer than most think. 4/5 P/R still there. Antic, Ayon and Brand also have this skillset. We'll miss Josh's help
defense all right. We'll miss Good Josh. Bad Josh, not so much. Can't have one without the other.....ain't in him

Posted by Rick_James at 1:29 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Still think its dumping Joe Johnson because they havent done much since..I guess some people think not resigning Josh
Smith is something to be proud of but they didnt replace him with anyone that has as much talent.His flaws could be
diminished with good coaching.Good coaching wont create talent thats not there.Case in point Marvin Williams.Hope it
works out..
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Posted by WaltBBall at 1:29 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

I agree, the HAWKS will not be a title contender this year or next but they will be entertaining. The HAWKS would not have
been title contenders if all the cap space was given to D12 and C. Paul either, if my memory serves me correctly didn't twin
and ZaZa hold D12 in check during a playoff series or in check enough to the point where he was not the catalyst and the
HAWKS beat Orlando in 6 games?
Cris Paul has not fared any better with a decent cast of players around him either, this is memory lane for all those fans who
are still drooling for what was never going to be. DF is doing this the right way by building a solid foundation and keeping the
HAWKS a viable franchise along with some remaining cap space for a tweak here and there.
I am wanting the season to start now but until it does I have the BRAVES and FALCONS to entertain me. A near perfect storm
for me would be a World series win by the BRAVES, a Super bowl win by the FALCONS and a first round playoff win by the
HAWKS, that's enough to keep me on the edge of the seat for a few months.

Posted by KatieR620 at 1:54 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Here's to hoping they find a way to play interesting basketball this year. I think it's going to be an unbelievable struggle to sell
this team.

They are trying to sell patience and cap space, good luck with that.

Lots of shooters on this team anyway.

Posted by Glennsanity at 2:00 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

The big story is Paul Milsap being paid beans to bring victory to the HF . I heard he demanded to take a smaller overall
contract than Kyle Korver . 

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 2:02 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

"Here's to hoping they find a way to play interesting basketball this year. I think it's going to be an unbelievable struggle to
sell this team. 

They are trying to sell patience and cap space, good luck with that." 

DING!!!! 

Posted by HopelessinAtlanta at 2:39 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
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Report Abuse

Re: Josh - when people are talking about potential of an 8 year veteran, well that says it all. In the end he will not really be
missed - especially if the team makes the playoffs.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:44 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod

"Not true Ms. Dee. That play worked several times in the playoffs against Indiana. As a matter of fact, Josh isolationg on the
block and that Josh to Al high low play were probably our most successful plays in the playoffs. No need to try to explain just
watch the videos."

I said teams (plural), not just only 1 team in Indiana where actually we would have the advantage. Josh had the advantage
over Paul George but unfortunately, Drew didnt see it at first. Those 2 ran that play great but it slowly started to vanish as
teams prepared for that play..esp during the Lakers game in LA when Drew KNEW he couldnt run that play with them cause
Kobe and comp was prepared for it, causing Drew to come up with something else that just didnt turn out right...

Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:49 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

WaltBball,

"I am wanting the season to start now but until it does I have the BRAVES and FALCONS to entertain me. A near perfect
storm for me would be a World series win by the BRAVES, a Super bowl win by the FALCONS and a first round playoff win by
the HAWKS, that's enough to keep me on the edge of the seat for a few months."

Mines would be the same as well except for the last one..hearing Adam Silver say, "and the #1 pick goes to......The Atlanta
Hawks!!!! Now THAT would be a dream come true for the city of Atlanta!!

Posted by maconexpress at 3:09 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

I am excited about Paul Millsap and Dennis Schroeder because those guys are smart, unselfish and both possesses their
own unique skill sets. The reason why Josh Smith average more points than Millsap is because he shot the ball 469 more
times and played 308 more minutes. Millsap would be an all star if he shot the ball as much as JS.

Dennis Schroeder is the 1st true pg drafted by the hawks since Doc Rivers and he has the potential to be the best pg in the
league.....that alone should bring a lot of excitement to the ATL.

Don't underestimate coach Budenholzer, the man could be a genius.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:02 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse
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"The reason why Josh Smith average more points than Millsap is because he shot the ball 469 more times and played 308
more minutes. Millsap would be an all star if he shot the ball as much as JS."

DING! DING!! & DING!!!

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:04 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

And the sad thing about that, maconexpress, is that Josh only avg what 3pts more than Millsap after shooting THAT many
times more..WOW!!

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:06 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Only huge difference based on the stats are the assists which wont be a problem since we have DennisTheMenace on the
squad now!!

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:08 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

Interest in Ivan Johnson hasn’t elevated as he had expected, and now the free agent forward is seriously considering leaving
the NBA for lucrative offers from Chinese and Italian teams, his agent Jeremiah Haylett told RealGM. RealGM

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 4:13 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

"Only huge difference based on the stats are the assists which wont be a problem since we have DennisTheMenace on the
squad now!!" 

Guess you don't watch the defensive side of the ball. LOL 

Posted by Kensdobs at 4:33 p.m. Aug. 16, 2013
Report Abuse

It not a question of which player, Josh or Milsap, is the most statistically productive player, which is Josh. It's about which
player is the best fit in coach Bud's Spurs inspired system, which is Milsap. While there will likely be far fewer highlights
without Josh, they'll also be fewer frustrations. 

With Josh gone, with Milsap being a more efficient scorer, you can bet Teague's scoring & assists will increase. I expect
Jenkins & Carroll to start at SG & SF respectively. That will definitely improve our perimeter DEF & scoring. Bringing Korver off
the bench will improve our bench scoring. 

Brand is just as effective as Zaza was as a rebounder & scorer, and far superior as a one on one & help defender/shot
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blocker. He also has superior hands & is a superior inside scorer than Zaza. Bringing Korver, Williams, Ayon, Cunningham,
Brand & Antic off the bench will definitely give us some versatile scoring punch. 

Combining these players & their individual talent & maturity, with coach Bud's OFF & DEF systems, will make the Hawks a
better TEAM than anyone can imagine. Remember I said it, THE HAWKS WILL FINISH AHEAD OF THE BROOKLYN NETS. 
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